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A theoretical model is developed to ascertain the necessary band structure and equi-frequency

contour (EFC) features of two-dimensional phononic crystals (PCs) for the realization of phase

control between propagating acoustic waves. Two different PCs, a square array of cylindrical

polyvinylchloride inclusions in air and a triangular array of cylindrical steel inclusions in methanol,

offer band structures and EFCs with highly dissimilar features. We demonstrate that PCs with EFCs

showing non-collinear wave and group velocity vectors are ideal systems for controlling the phase

between propagating acoustic waves. Finite-difference time-domain simulations are employed to

validate theoretical models and demonstrate the control of phase between propagating acoustic waves

in PC structures. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3641634]

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of phononic crystals (PCs) and acoustic meta-

materials emerged over the past two decades. These materi-

als are composite structures designed to tailor phonon

dispersion through Bragg scattering, other multiple scatter-

ing processes, or local resonances to achieve a range of spec-

tral (x-space) and wave vector (k-space) properties. Spectral

properties result from band gaps in the transmission spectra

for stopping phonons1 or narrow passing bands for filter-

ing.2,3 Wave vector properties result from passing bands

with unique refractive characteristics, for example, negative

refraction or zero-angle refraction, and can lead to such func-

tions as sub-wavelength imaging4,5 or collimation.6,7 Other

functions, such as wave guiding and mode localization, have

been demonstrated in defected phononic structures.8 Acous-

tic rectification and tunable properties have also been dem-

onstrated using non-linear effects or coupling phonons with

other types of excitations, such as magnons.9,10 Only

recently has progress been made in the extension of proper-

ties of PCs beyond x-k space and into the space of acoustic

wave phase (u-space). The concept of phase control between

propagating waves in any PC can be realized through analy-

sis of its band structure and equi-frequency contours

(EFCs).11 In this paper, we aim to reveal the dominant mech-

anisms behind the control of phase between propagating

acoustic waves in two-dimensional PCs.

To start, we provide a full theoretical and computational

analysis of the phase properties of a PC comprised of a

square array of polyvinylchloride (PVC) cylinders embedded

in a host matrix of air (PVC/air system). In a certain range of

operating frequencies, this crystal shows passing bands with

nearly square EFCs centered off the gamma point (the center

of the irreducible Brillouin zone). This feature allows for the

realization of non-collinear wave and group velocity vectors

in the PC. Under this condition, propagating Bloch waves

travel at different phase velocities along paths consistent

with their refracted angles. Accordingly, the relative phase

between waves traveling through slabs of the PC depends

strongly on the incidence angle of the incoming waves as

well as the PC thickness. This PC additionally exhibits wave

collimation via near zero-angle refraction, due to the square-

like shape of the EFCs in this frequency range. As a result,

acoustic waves with different wave vectors can superpose in

nearly the same volume of crystal. Phase manipulation of

superposed waves can result in constructive or destructive

interferences between non-collinear incident beams. More-

over, there exists operating frequencies for which the circular

EFC in air is larger than the first Brillouin zone of the PC,

permitting several Bloch modes to exit the crystal, leading to

the phenomena of beam splitting.

Using the same theoretical guidelines to model phase

properties of the PVC/air PC, we investigate a triangular array

of steel cylinders embedded in a host matrix of methanol

(steel/methanol system). This PC offers band structure and

EFC features that are highly dissimilar from the PVC/air sys-

tem. Specifically, this PC shows passing bands with circular

EFCs centered on the gamma point. This EFC feature allows

for the realization of group velocity vectors that are collinear

and anti-parallel to the excited Bloch wave vectors. In com-

paring these two PCs in terms of their band structures, EFCs,

and theoretical models for phase control, we highlight the pre-

vailing features that allow for the control of phase between

propagating acoustic waves in two-dimensional PCs. We

show that when the group velocity and wave vector in the PC

are collinear and anti-parallel, substantial shifts in the relative

phase of propagating acoustic waves do not result on account

of the fact that all Bloch modes propagate with the same phase

velocity. On the contrary, PCs with non-collinear wave and

group velocity vectors, such as the PVC/air system, are ideal

systems for phase control because each excited Bloch mode

has a unique phase velocity. Accordingly, substantial phase

differences do amount between propagating acoustic waves.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe

the PVC/air model as well as the numerical methods used to

generate band structures and simulate wave propagation in in-

homogeneous, periodic media. In Sec. III, we derive an ana-

lytical basis for phase-control in the PVC/air system. This

model is based on EFCs generated by the plane-wave expan-

sion (PWE) method and is built for describing the phase char-

acteristics of acoustic waves in the PC. This model is tested

and confirmed with finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)

simulations of acoustic waves impinging upon the inhomoge-

neous structure. We demonstrate phase-control for a single

incident wave and show, by only changing the PC thickness,

that the relative phase between two impinging acoustic waves

can be precisely modulated. In Sec. IV, the theoretical model

detailing the phase properties of the PVC/air system is con-

trasted with a model for the steel/methanol system. Finally,

Sec. V presents conclusions drawn from this study and out-

lines essential band structure and EFC characteristics for the

realization of phase control in two-dimensional PCs.

II. PVC/AIR PC: MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHODS

We analyze the properties of an infinite, periodic PVC/

air PC as well as the refractive and phase properties of a fi-

nite slab of this PC immersed in air.

The PC is comprised of a square array of PVC inclusions

embedded in a host matrix of air. The spacing between the

cylinders (lattice parameter) is a¼ 27 mm and the radius of

the inclusions is r¼ 12.9 mm. The PVC/air system parameters

are: qPVC¼ 1364 kg/m3, ct,PVC¼ 1000 m/s, cl,PVC¼ 2230 m/s,

qAir¼ 1.3 kg/m3, ct,Air¼ 0 m/s, and cl,Air¼ 340 m/s (q is den-

sity, ct is transverse speed of sound, and cl is longitudinal

speed of sound).

The band structure and EFCs for the infinite, periodic PC

are generated by the PWE method.12 This numerical scheme

replaces the elastic wave equation with an eigenvalue problem

by taking the Fourier expansion of the elastic displacement

field (and of the physical parameters of the constituent materi-

als) along reciprocal lattice vectors. The PVC cylinders are

considered infinitely rigid and of infinite height. The assump-

tion of rigidity simplifies the band structure calculation and is

enabled by a large contrast in density and speed of sound

between the solid inclusions and the matrix medium. The

results gathered from this analysis are applicable to other

solid/air PCs of the same filling fraction because, in reference

to other solids, air has an extremely small value in characteris-

tic acoustic impedance. Four hundred forty-one reciprocal

space vectors were utilized to ensure convergence on the solu-

tion. It should be noted that Fig. 1(b) shows the band structure

along the edges of irreducible Brillouin zone and Fig. 1(c)

shows a contour map of the dispersion surface taken between

frequency values 13.0 and 16.0 kHz. Our study, from here on,

will utilize the EFC consistent with 13.5 kHz in Fig. 1(c). At

this operating frequency, there exist a large number of Bloch

waves with group velocities that coincide with small degrees

of refraction, allowing phase control to occur between propa-

gating waves within the nearly same volume of crystal.

The finite PVC/air system consists of a slab of the

PC placed in a surrounding environment composed of air. A

schematic of the simulation space is pictured in Fig. 1(a). In

that illustration, we have two regions of interest for this study:

the input side (region to the left of the PC) and the output side

(region to the right of the PC). On the input side, the desired

number of acoustic wave sources is placed. These sources can

assume any incident angle to the PC face and be set with any

relative phase difference, respectively, allowing for complete

analysis of the PC wave vector space (k-space) and phase-

space (u-space). The output side is reserved for the detection

of exiting acoustic signals. Here, measurements can be taken

to ascertain changes in the relative phase of the input beams.

Simulations of acoustic waves impinging upon the finite

PC are performed with the FDTD method.13–17 In this method,

the elastic wave equation is discretized in time and space on a

square grid. For each source on the input side of the simulation

space, we have a slanted line of grid points consistent with the

desired incidence angle of the source. The nodes along this

line are displaced in a direction orthogonal to the source line

sinusoidally in time. At each time step, from spatial deriva-

tives, the divergence of the stress tensor is calculated, which

allows for the iterative update of the displacement field. Simu-

lations are run for 218 time steps with time step dt¼ 7.92 10–8

seconds and dx¼ dy¼ a/30. These parameters are chosen to

ensure convergence of the numerical method. To close the

simulation space in the x and y directions, first order Mur

absorbing boundary conditions are employed to avoid reflec-

tions and spurious simulation artifacts.18

III. PVC/AIR PC: ANALYTICAL MODEL AND FDTD
VALIDATIONS

A. Phase shift for a single incident acoustic wave

The EFC corresponding to 13.5 kHz is shown in

Fig. 2(a) along with the EFCs for 13.5 kHz acoustic waves in

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic illustration of two acoustic waves imping-

ing upon the PC. The acoustic wave sources can assume any incident angle to

the PC face and be set with any relative phase difference. (b) Band structure

generated by PWE method along the edges of the irreducible Brillouin zone

(pictured in (c)). (c) EFCs (extended zone scheme of irreducible Brillouin

zone) in range of 13.0–16.0 kHz. The contour at 13.5 kHz is used throughout

this study. At this frequency, there are several Bloch waves with group veloc-

ities that coincide with small degrees of refraction, allowing phase control to

occur between propagating waves within the nearly same volume of crystal.
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air on the left- and right-hand sides. This diagram is particu-

larly helpful for understanding wave propagation through

PCs. An acoustic beam is directed at the PC face with inci-

dence angle h1. The component of the input wave vector that

is parallel to the surface of the PC is conserved at the inter-

face, and periodic Bloch modes are excited in the k-space of

the PC (wave vectors originating from the Gamma point in

Fig. 2(a)). The direction of energy propagation is along the

gradient to the dispersion surface (group velocity vector) and

is not parallel to the k-vector of the Bloch waves. The inci-

dent wave propagates from the left of the crystal to the right

along a path consistent with the angle of refraction (a1).

Only those Bloch waves inside the crystal that have a group

velocity in that same direction will be excited. Positive

refraction occurs at incident angles 2.3� to 28.1�, zero-angle

refraction occurs at 28.1�, and negative refraction occurs at

angles from 28.1� to 74.5�. Positive incidence angles below

2.3� or above 74.5� fall in the bandgap and will be totally

reflected. By symmetry of reciprocal space, negative input

angles in the range 2.3� to 28.1� and in the range 28.1� to

74.5� will negatively refract and positively refract, respec-

tively. For input angles in the ranges 12� to 44� and –12� to

–44�, the EFC has nearly flat faces and the incident beam

will refract by less than 10�. These input angles are of inter-

est for this study, because phase manipulation can occur

within nearly the same volume of crystal. After propagation

through the crystal, the parallel component of the excited

Bloch waves is conserved at the interface between the PC

and air. Because the EFC in air is larger than the PC’s first

Brillouin zone, multiple modes are excited in the exit me-

dium and a split wave results. We draw attention to the fact

that the exiting beams come from two different sets of wave

vectors in the PC. The set of wave vectors that point down in

Fig. 2(a) are linked to the exiting beam that travels down-

wards. The set of wave vectors that point up in Fig. 2(a) are

linked to the exiting beam that travels upwards. All of these

Bloch wave vectors have different magnitudes (different

phase velocities) and can ultimately be traced back to a pri-

mary wave vector located within the first Brillouin zone by

reciprocal lattice vector translations. We explore the conse-

quence of waves of different phase velocities traveling the

same path in the PC (along the path of the refracted beam) to

understand the phase relationship between the top exit beam

and bottom exit beam. For an arbitrary, incident input wave

with wave vector k1
!

, we describe the excited Bloch waves

pictured in Fig. 2(a) with wave vectors k1A
�!

, k1B
�!

, k1C
�!

, and

k1D
�!

(Fig. 2(c)),

k1A
�! ¼ 2p

a
k1xiþ k1yj
� �

;

k1B
�! ¼ 2p

a
k1xiþ k1y � 1

� �
j

� �
;

k1C
�! ¼ 2p

a
k1x � 1ð Þiþ k1y � 1

� �
j

� �
;

k1D
�! ¼ 2p

a
k1x � 1ð Þiþ k1y

� �
j

� �
;

where k1x and k1y are the components of the wave vector

located in the first Brillouin zone (in units of 2p/a) and i and

j are unit vectors along axes kx and ky in Fig. 2(c), respec-

tively. The path of the refracted beam in the PC is detailed as

follows (an illustration is included in Fig. 2(b)):

r1
!¼ Liþ Ltan a1ð Þj:

L is the thickness of the PC (distance from the entrance side

of the crystal to the exit side: L¼ na, an integer number of

lattice parameters) and a1 is the angle the incident beam, k1
!

,

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Extended zone

scheme representation of EFC of PC at 13.5

kHz (center) with the EFCs of 13.5 kHz

acoustic waves in air (left and right circles).

An incident acoustic wave impinges upon

the PC face with incidence angle h1 and

excites periodic Bloch modes throughout

the k-space of the PC (arrows originating

from the Gamma point). The group velocity

vector is orthogonal to the dispersion sur-

face and points in the direction of energy

propagation. The parallel component of the

Bloch waves is conserved at the interface

between the PC and the exit medium, and

two exiting modes are excited in air, leading

to a split beam. (b) Schematic representa-

tion of the incident acoustic beam imping-

ing upon the crystal. In the PC, the acoustic

signal travels a path consistent with the

angle of refraction. Upon exit from the crys-

tal, we observe beam splitting. (c) Excited

Bloch modes pictured in (a) with wave vec-

tors k1A
�!

, k1B
�!

, k1C
�!

, and k1D
�!

.
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is refracted by. Phase information for a plane wave with

wave vector k1A
�!

traveling a path consistent with r1
! is

detailed by Eq. (1),

u1A ¼ k1A
�! � r1

!¼ 2pL

a
k1x þ tan a1ð Þk1y

� �
: (1)

Similarly, for Bloch modes with wave vectors k1B
�!

, k1C
�!

, and

k1D
�!

along the same path r1
!, we have

u1B ¼ k1B
�! � r1

!¼ 2pL

a
k1x þ tan a1ð Þk1y � tan a1ð Þ
� �

; (2)

u1C ¼ k1C
�! � r1

!¼ 2pL

a
k1x � 1þ tan a1ð Þk1y � tan a1ð Þ
� �

;

(3)

u1D ¼ k1D
�! � r1

!¼ 2pL

a
k1x � 1þ tan a1ð Þk1y

� �
: (4)

After propagation through the PC (along the path of the

refracted beam), the phase-difference developed between

two Bloch waves, for example, Bloch modes k1A
�!

and k1B
�!

, is

described by Eq. (5),

u1A;1B ¼ k1A
�!� k1B

�!� �
� r1
!

¼ 2pL

a
tan a1ð Þf g ¼ 2pn tan a1ð Þf g: (5)

The developed difference in phase between these modes is the

tangent of the refracted angle (a1) weighted by an integer mul-

tiple of 2p, where the integer (n) is the thickness of the PC in

lattice parameters. For large values of a1 or n, considerable

phase differences between the modes result. For a1¼ 0�

(zero-angle refraction), the phase-difference described with

Eq. (5) becomes zero. This can be visualized in Fig. 2(a), for

when a1¼ 0�, the magnitudes of k1A
�!

and k1B
�!

are equal.

Waves of the same phase velocity traveling the same path will

not develop a lag in phase. Similarly, after propagation

through the PC (along the path of the refracted beam), the

phase-difference developed between Bloch modes with wave

vectors, k1A
�!

and k1C
�!

, is determined by Eq. (6),

u1A;1C ¼ k1A
�!� k1C

�!� �
� r1
!¼ 2pL

a
1þ tan a1ð Þf g

¼ 2pnþ 2pn tan a1ð Þf g: (6)

This result is equivalent to the result from Eq. (5) plus a fac-

tor of 2pn. The additional term of 2pn is trivial when consid-

ering the relative phase between two beams: a 2pn
translation added onto a particular phase-shift value of U
provides no new information in terms of the relative phase

between the two beams. Again, for large values of a1 or n,

large phase differences develop between propagating waves

in the PC. Lastly, the phase-difference developed between

Bloch waves with wave vectors k1A
�!

and k1D
�!

is

u1A;1D ¼ k1A
�!� k1D

�!� �
� r1
!¼ 2pL

a
¼ 2pn: (7)

Again, this term is trivial from the standpoint of measuring a

relative phase shift between two beams. Ultimately, we

arrive at the realization that k1A
�!

and k1B
�!

are sufficient for

describing the relative phase between the top and bottom

exit beams. Other pairs, such as [ k1A
�!

, k1C
�!� or [k1D

�!
, k1B
�!

]

would result in the same relative phase difference seen

between k1A
�!

and k1B
�!

with additional terms of 2pn.

Each impinging acoustic beam to the PC is associated

with a specific degree of refraction. The connection between

the two is completely unique to the shape of the EFC. Figure

3(a) shows the connection between the incidence angle of an

impinging acoustic wave (h) and the angle at which that

wave is refracted (a) for the 13.5 kHz EFC of the PVC/air

system. We observe negative values for a at incidence angles

greater than 28.1� and positive values for a at incidence

angles smaller than 28.1�. This plot was generated with the

raw data from the EFC in Fig. 2(a). Every impinging wave

to the PC has a parallel wave vector component that coin-

cides with a (kx, ky) coordinate value on the EFC (an excited

Bloch mode). At this coordinate, a line is fit between it and

its neighbors. A line perpendicular to this linear interpolation

has a slope consistent with the angle of refraction for that

Bloch mode. This process is carried out for several imping-

ing acoustic beams with different incidence angles. In being

able to link incidence angle (h) to refracted angle (a), we

plot the phase shift between the top exit beam and bottom

exit beam (Eq. (5)) in Fig. 3(b). Here, we present results in

terms of phase-shift per crystal thickness (L). This figure

shows that the relative phase between the exiting beams is

fully dependent upon the incidence angle of the impinging

acoustic wave. To validate Eq. (5), we conducted a series of

FIG. 3. (a) Relationship between incidence angle (h) and refracted angle (a)

for PVC/air PC at 13.5 kHz. (b) The phase difference per PC thickness (L)

between the top and bottom exiting beams for a single acoustic wave input

at a particular incidence angle. Selection of the acoustic beam incidence

angle allows for control of the phase between exiting beams. Filled circles

represent Eq. (5) and unfilled triangles represent FDTD calculations. A PC

of L¼ 20 lattice parameters was used in FDTD validations.
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FDTD simulations to measure the phase difference between

the top and bottom exit beams. For these measurements,

individual planes waves, each with a unique incidence angle,

are directed at the PC face. On the exit side of the crystal,

the displacement field in the path of the top exit beam and

bottom exit beam is surveyed over time. Comparing the time

evolution of the displacement field on the exit side of the PC

from the top beam with that from the bottom beam allows us

to quantify a phase-shift between the top and bottom exit

beams for a given incident angle. The results from these cal-

culations are included in Fig. 3(b). Despite using finite width

beams in the FDTD simulations and not plane waves, the

FDTD calculations correlate extremely well with Eq. (5). As

a result, with the PVC/air PC, the relative phase between the

split beams on the exit side of the crystal is entirely depend-

ent upon the incident angle of the acoustic wave source.

B. Phase difference between two incident waves

The phase difference that develops between a pair of inci-

dent waves in the PC is of particular interest to this study. Two

impinging waves with wave vectors k1
!

and k2
!

excite several

Bloch modes throughout the k-space of the PC (Fig. 4(a)).

From Subsection III A, for each incident wave vector, only two

Bloch modes are necessary to describe the wave physics in this

PC in terms of phase. Incident wave vector k1
!

excites Bloch

modes k1A
�!

and k1B
�!

in the PC k-space (Fig. 4(a)) and coincides

with a refracted angle of a1. Incident wave vector k2
!

excites

Bloch modes k2A
�!

and k2B
�!

(Fig. 4(a)) and coincides with a

refracted angle of a2. We could, of course, exhaustively evalu-

ate the relative phase differences that result from the two beams

traveling their respective paths of travel in the PC for any

combination of k1A
�!

, k1B
�!

, k2A
�!

, and k2B
�!

; however, we rather

consider only two possibilities: the phase difference between

k1A
�!

and k2A
�!

(u1A,2A) and the phase difference between

k1B
�!

and k2B
�!

(u1B,2B). k1A
�!

and k2A
�!

are the excited wave

vectors in the PC that are linked to the exiting beams that travel

upwards. k1B
�!

and k2B
�!

are the excited wave vectors in the PC

that are linked to the downwards traveling exit beams. The

upwards traveling exit beams intersect at a point on the exit

side of the crystal, as do the downwards traveling exit beams

(Fig. 4(b)). These points are valuable, because the relative

phase between two beams can be ascertained at one location in

space. It is for this reason that we consider u1A,2A and u1B,2B.

The Bloch wave vectors in Fig. 4(a) are detailed as

follows:

k1A
�! ¼ 2p

a
k1xiþ k1yj
� �

;

k1B
�! ¼ 2p

a
k1xiþ k1y � 1

� �
j

� �
;

k2A
�! ¼ 2p

a
k2xiþ k2yj
� �

;

k2B
�! ¼ 2p

a
k2xiþ k2y � 1

� �
j

� �
;

where k1x and k1y are the components of the wave vector k1A
�!

and k2x and k2y are the components of the wave vector k2A
�!

(in units of 2p/a). i and j are unit vectors along axes kx and ky

in Fig. 4(a), respectively. The incident beam k1
!

is refracted

by an angle a1 and travels a path in the PC consistent with

r1
!¼ Liþ Ltan a1ð Þj:

The incident beam k2
!

is refracted by an angle a2 and travels

a path that coincides with

r2
!¼ Liþ Ltan a2ð Þj:

Equation (8) details phase information for a plane wave with

wave vector k1A
�!

traveling a path consistent with r1
!,

u1A ¼ k1A
�! � r1

!¼ 2pL

a
k1x þ tan a1ð Þk1y

� �
: (8)

Similarly, for a wave vector k1B
�!

in a direction r1
!, wave vec-

tor k2A
�!

in a direction r2
!, and wave vector k2B

�!
in a direction

r2
!, we have Eqs. (9), (10), and (11), respectively,

u1B ¼ k1B
�! � r1

!¼ 2pL

a
k1x þ tan a1ð Þk1y � tan a1ð Þ
� �

; (9)

u2A ¼ k2A
�! � r2

!¼ 2pL

a
k2x þ tan a2ð Þk2y

� �
; (10)

u2B ¼ k2B
�! � r2

!¼ 2pL

a
k2x þ tan a2ð Þk2y � tan a2ð Þ
� �

: (11)

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) EFC of PVC/air PC at 13.5 kHz (center) with two

half circles (left and right) that represent the EFCs of 13.5 kHz acoustic

waves in air. Two incident waves with wave vectors k1
!

and k2
!

are directed

at the PC face. The impinging wave, k1
!

, excites Bloch modes in the PC

detailed with the arrows k1A
�!

and k1B
�!

. The impinging wave, k2
!

, excites

Bloch modes in the PC, detailed with the arrows k2A
�!

and k2B
�!

. k1A
�!

and k2A
�!

are the excited Bloch wave vectors in the PC that are linked to the exiting

beams that travel upwards. k1B
�!

and k2B
�!

are the Bloch wave vectors that are

linked to the downwards traveling exit beams. a1 and a2 are the respective

angles of refraction for the impinging acoustic waves with wave vectors k1
!

and k2
!

(b) A schematic illustration of wave propagation described in (a). k1
!

is negatively refracted by a1, and k2
!

is positively refracted by a2. On the exit

side of the crystal, there are four observed beams. The top exiting beams

intersect at a location outside the PC, as do the bottom exiting beams. These

points of intersection are used in FDTD simulations to ascertain relative

phases between exiting beams. Negative branches in the PVC/air band struc-

ture must be utilized to observe exit beam intersection. If the gradient to the

dispersion surface were not pointing to the inside of the EFC, the beams

would diverge from each other in the PC and there would not be an intersec-

tion of beam paths on the exit side of the crystal.
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After propagation through the PC, the developed phase differ-

ence between Bloch modes with wave vectors k1A
�!

and k2A
�!

is

described with the difference between Eq. (8) and Eq. (10),

u1A;2A ¼ k1A
�! � r1

!� k2A
�! � r2

!;

u1A;2A ¼
2pL

a
k1x þ tan a1ð Þk1y � k2x � tan a2ð Þk2y

� �
:

(12)

Equation (12) describes the relative phase shift developed

between Bloch waves with wave vectors k1A
�!

and k2A
�!

strictly

due to the PC thickness (L). This equation strictly applies to

the upwards traveling exit beams. Similarly, the developed

phase difference between Bloch modes with wave vectors

k1B
�!

and k2B
�!

is described with the difference between Eq. (9)

and Eq. (11),

u1B;2B ¼ k1B
�! � r1

!� k2B
�! � r2

!;

u1B;2B ¼
2pL

a
k1x þ tan a1ð Þf

� k1y � 1
� �

� k2x�tan a2ð Þ k2y � 1
� ��

: (13)

Equation (13) describes the relative phase shift developed

between Bloch waves with wave vectors k1B
�!

and k2B
�!

strictly

due to the PC thickness (L). This equation strictly applies to

the downwards traveling exit beams. Equations (12) and (13)

are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. For these fig-

ures, we establish a reference state, where k2
!

is the wave vec-

tor describing an impinging acoustic wave with incidence

angle equal to 28.1� (zero-angle refraction: a2¼ 0�). The

coordinate values, (k1x, k1y) and (k2x, k2y), used in Eq. (12) and

Eq. (13) are extracted from the raw EFC data in Fig. 2(a) —

the parallel component of every impinging wave vector

associates with an excited Bloch mode (kx, ky) on the EFC.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show that the phase shift between the

top exiting beams (Eq. (12)) and the bottom exiting beams

(Eq. (13)) is attributed to two mechanisms: One, the paths of

travel inside the PC for the propagating waves are different

(r1
!

= r2
!). Two, along these directions of propagation, the

acoustic waves travel at different phase velocities

(jk1A
�!j= jk2A

�!j and jk1B
�!j= jk1B

�!j). Waves of different phase

velocities traveling different paths certainly will develop a

phase shift. In exploring Eq. (12) and Eq. (13), if the angle of

refraction for all incident waves became zero (the EFC of the

PC turns into a perfect square), then all the elements in the

brackets with the tangent function would vanish and k1x would

equal k2x. For this case, a zero phase shift would occur

between all pairs of acoustic wave inputs. To observe a rela-

tive phase shift between a pair of acoustic beams in the PC,

the angle of refraction associated with each incident beam to

the crystal must be non-zero. We validate Eq. (12) and

Eq. (13) with FDTD simulations. First, an impinging acoustic

wave with incidence angle equal to 28.1� is directed at the PC

face. On the exit side of the crystal in the path of the top exit

beam and bottom exit beam, the displacement field is sur-

veyed over time. These recordings represent our reference

state for the top and bottom exit beams. Next, an impinging

acoustic wave with incidence angle different from 28.1� is

directed at the PC face. We again record the time evolution of

the displacement field in the path of the top and bottom exit

beams. Comparing the time evolution of the displacement

field for the top and bottom exit beams for this particular

angle with our reference data allows for the quantification of a

phase-shift. This process is carried out for several incident

angles different from 28.1�. In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the FDTD

calculations correlate extremely well with the analytical

model. We ultimately see that it is the incidence angles of the

impinging wave vectors (k1
!

and k2
!

) that determine (1) the

phase velocities of the excited Bloch modes in the PC and (2)

the angles of refraction. These factors entirely contribute to

changes in phase between propagating waves. It is clear that

incidence angle selection can be used to modulate the relative

phase between propagating acoustic beams.

A space can be developed from Eq. (12) and Eq. (13).

This is shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). Any pair of incident

waves to the crystal, for example, k1
!

at h1 and k2
!

at h2, will

yield a particular value for a relative phase shift between them

after traveling through the PC. One reads the plots as follows:

after propagation through a crystal of thickness L, the phase-

shift developed between the acoustic wave with incident angle

h1 and the acoustic wave with incident angle h2 is the value in

radians read from the z-axis (u/L). These figures describe the

phase shift developed between two incident beams, strictly

due to the PC thickness. Figure 5(c) applies to the exiting

beams that travel upwards and Fig. 5(d) applies to the exiting

beams that travel downwards. A convenient and practical

location on the backside of the crystal to measure the relative

phase between the top exit beams and bottom exit beams is at

the point where these beams intersect (Fig. 4(b)). With this

convention, an additional component must be added on to the

information contained within Figs. 5(c) and 5(d): the relative

phase contribution coming from the point where the beams

exit the crystal to the point where they intersect in air on the

FIG. 5. (Color online) Two impinging acoustic beams to the PVC/air PC.

(a) The developed difference in phase between a wave with incidence angle

(h) and a reference wave corresponding to zero-angle refraction (incident

angle¼ 28.1�). The phase shift is strictly due to the PC thickness and

describes the upwards traveling exit beams. (b) Same as (a), but for the

downwards traveling exit beams. (c) The developed phase difference

between two propagating waves with incidence angles h1 and h2 strictly due

to the PC thickness (upwards traveling exit beams). (d) Same as (c), but for

the downwards traveling exit beams.
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output side of the PC. This component is merely a considera-

tion of different path lengths in non-dispersive media. For

each set of incident waves to the crystal, this additional phase

value is determined from comparing path lengths calculated

from the angles at which the top exit beams and bottom exit

beams leave the PC and knowledge of where the beams exit

the backside of the crystal. These additional calculations are

added onto the information in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). In Figs.

6(a)–(6d), we present plots for total phase shift. Total phase

shift refers to the phase difference developed from the point

where the beams first enter the crystal to the point where the

beams intersect in air on the exit side of the PC. Figures 6(a)

and 6(b) show the total phase shift between two incident

beams with incidence angles h1 and h2 for crystals of thick-

ness 23 lattice parameters and 46 lattice parameters, respec-

tively (for the upwards traveling exit beams). Figures 6(c) and

6(d) show the total phase shift between two incident beams

with incidence angles h1 and h2 for crystals of thickness 23

lattice parameters and 46 lattice parameters, respectively (for

the downwards traveling exit beams). Crystal thicknesses of

23 and 46 lattice parameters are shown, because these L val-

ues are utilized in later FDTD validations.

In FDTD simulations, the initial relative phase between

the input beams is determined at the point of beam entry into

the PC (the center of the beams enter at precisely the same

location). We survey a line of nodes at this intersection over

one wave cycle and average the values for instantaneous

pressure. This average represents a measurement that locally

describes wave amplitudes. If the average value in instanta-

neous pressure over one wave cycle (average pressure) reads

zero at the point of beam intersection, then destructive inter-

ference has occurred and the beams are p-radians out of

phase. Conversely, if a maximum value reading is recorded

at the point of beam intersection, then constructive interfer-

ence has occurred and the beams are in-phase. The relative

phase between the beams on the exit side of the crystal (at

the point of beam intersection) is measured the same way. In

having the initial relative phase between the beams and the

final relative phase between the beams, we can ascertain the

total relative phase shift initiated by the PVC/air system.

We show the ability of this system to modulate the rela-

tive phase between a pair of input acoustic beams. From Fig.

6(a) (L¼ 23 lattice parameters), for h1¼ 12� and h2¼ 41�,
the total relative phase shift observed between the beams is

approximately p radians. From Fig. 6(b) (L¼ 46 lattice pa-

rameters), for input beams with the same incidence angles,

the total relative phase shift observed between the beams is

approximately 2p radians. Figure 7(a) shows the two sources

impinging upon the thinner PC (L¼ 23 lattice parameters).

There are two black lines drawn in the simulation space. Av-

erage pressure readings are taken along these lines and are

shown in Fig. 7(b). Figure 7(b) shows an interference pattern

with characteristic central and peripheral lobes on the en-

trance side of the PC. The beams are initially in-phase

because we observe a maximum value in average pressure in

the middle of the cut. After propagating through the PC, the

relative phase of the beams is altered by approximately p
radians, because at the point of beam intersection on the exit

side of the crystal, we observe a minimum at the center of

FIG. 6. (Color online) Total phase shift developed between two impinging

acoustic beams at incidence angles (h1, h2) for: (a) the top exit beams with

PC of thickness 23 lattice parameters, (b) the top exit beams with PC of

thickness 46 lattice parameters, (c) the bottom exit beams with PC of thick-

ness 23 lattice parameters, and (d) the bottom exit beams with PC of thick-

ness 46 lattice parameters. Total phase shift refers to the phase difference

developed from the point where the beams first enter the crystal to the point

where the beams intersect on the exit side of the PC.

FIG. 7. (a) FDTD simulation (instantaneous pressure plot) showing two

acoustic waves (at incidence angles h1¼ 12� and h2¼ 44�) impinging upon

a PC with L¼ 23 lattice parameters. Average pressure measurements are

taken along the black lines. (b) The average pressure readings along black

lines in (a). The input cut shows a maximum in average pressure at its center

— the beams are initially in phase. The output cut shows a minimum in av-

erage pressure at its center — the beams are out of phase. The total phase

shift seen in (a) is p radians. (c) Same as (a), but L¼ 46 lattice parameters.

(d) The average pressure reading along black lines in (c). On the entrance

side of the PC, we observe in-phase beams. On the exit side of the PC, this

pattern is preserved. Average pressure maxima from the input side are

aligned with average pressure maxima from the exit side. Constructive inter-

ferences account for this similarity, and a 2p radian phase shift has been

measured.
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the cut. Every maximum from the input average pressure cut

matches up with a minimum from the average pressure cut

taken on the backside of the crystal. Destructive interfer-

ences, indicative of a p phase shift, account for this contrast.

The asymmetry in the output reading is due to mismatch loss

at the entrance side of the PC. Figure 7(c) shows the two

sources impinging upon the thicker PC (L¼ 46 lattice pa-

rameters). As before, the cut on the entrance side of the PC

shows a characteristic interference pattern suggestive of in-

phase beams. On the exit side of the PC (Fig. 7(d)), this pat-

tern is preserved. Average pressure maxima from the input

side are aligned with average pressure maxima from the exit

side. Opposite to Fig. 7(b), constructive interferences

account for this similarity. The total phase shift observed

between the beams is approximately 2p radians. The relative

phase between a pair of acoustic beams can be controlled by

varying the crystal length or changing the incident angles of

the acoustic beam sources.

C. Effect of phase shift on interference between
complementary incident waves

Another feature of this PC comes from the fact that the

EFC in air is larger than the first Brillouin zone. Acoustic

wave inputs with different incident angles can excite the

same Bloch waves in the PC. We call these acoustic wave

pairs complementary angle inputs. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show

a pair of complementary angle inputs, incident angles 28.1�

and –28.1�. In Fig. 8(a), these acoustic wave sources oscillate

in-phase. In the crystal, along the paths of the refracted

beams, there is constructive interference between the beams,

and two intense exit beams appear on the backside of the

crystal. If the sources are set to oscillate out-of-phase (Fig.

8(b)), there is cancellation of amplitudes inside the PC along

the paths of the refracted beams. What appears on the exit

side of the crystal in this instance is a very weak pressure

field. These input waves coincide with zero-angle refraction,

and perfect collimation is observed in the PC. The PVC/air

system can support a large number of complementary angle

inputs. For instance, observe Fig. 9. Two pairs of complemen-

tary angle inputs are directed at the PC face. Impinging beams

with incidence angles 10� and –50� excite the same Bloch

waves in the PC, as do impinging beams with incidence

angles 38� and –19�. The source angled at 10� is set p radians

out of phase, with the source angled at –50�. Similarly, the

source angled at 38� is set p radians out of phase, with the

source angled at –19�. The initial phase relationship between

these inputs ensures cancellation of amplitudes along the

paths of the refracted beams. In Fig. 9, on the exit side of the

crystal, we observe a minimal reading in instantaneous pres-

sure, indicative of complementary beam cancellation. Again,

cancellation is not total due to mismatch loss at the entrance

of the PC, which is dependent on the angle of incidence.

The PVC/air system possesses the ability to modulate the

relative phase between a pair of acoustic waves. This function

is enabled by having excited Bloch waves in the PC with dif-

ferent phase velocities that propagate along different paths. In

particular, phase control in the PVC/air system arises from

non-collinear wave and group velocity vectors in the PC.

IV. STEEL/METHANOL SYSTEM

We contrast the PVC/air system with a triangular array

of steel cylinders embedded in a host matrix of methanol.

This system allows for the realization of circular EFCs cen-

tered on the gamma point, whereas in the PVC/air system,

FIG. 8. (a) In-phase complementary angle inputs at 28.1� and –28.1�. There

is constructive interference inside the PC along the path of the refracted

beams, and two intense exit beams appear on the outside of the PC. (b) Out-

of-phase complementary angle inputs at 28.1� and –28.1�. Due to this initial

phase shift, amplitudes cancel along the path of the refracted beams and a

minimal field of instantaneous pressure is shown on the outside of the PC.

FIG. 9. Two pairs of complementary angle inputs are directed at the PC face.

Impinging beams with incidence angles 10� and –50� excite the same Bloch

waves in the PC as do impinging beams with incidence angles 38� and –19�.
The source angled at 10� oscillates p radians out-of-phase with the source

angled at –50�. The source angled at 38� oscillates p radians out-of-phase

with the source angled at –19�. The initial phase relationship between these

inputs ensures cancellation of amplitudes along the paths of the refracted input

beams, and a minimal field of instantaneous pressure is shown on the outside

of the PC.
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we observed square-like EFCs centered off the gamma point.

In the steel/methanol scheme, in a certain range of operating

frequencies, the group velocity vector and wave vector of the

excited Bloch mode are always collinear, which implies that

the phase velocity of all excited Bloch waves is identical.

The consequence this feature has on the phase of propagating

acoustic waves is explored in this section. For consistency,

we take the same theoretical approach as was used in devel-

oping the PVC/air scheme. Specifically, we develop a

scheme detailing the total phase shift between a pair of

acoustic beams entering the steel/methanol system. Total

phase shift refers to the phase difference developed from the

point where the beams first enter the crystal to the point

where the beams intersect on the exit side of the PC.

For the steel/methanol PC, a radius of r¼ 0.51 mm is

used for the cylindrical steel inclusions and the lattice pa-

rameter is a¼ 1.27 mm. The system parameters are:

qsteel¼ 7890 kg/m3, ct,steel¼ 3100 m/s, cl,steel¼ 5800 m/s,

qmethanol¼ 0.790 kg/m3, ct,methanol¼ 0 m/s, cl,methanol¼ 1138

m/s (q is density, ct is transverse speed of sound, and cl is

longitudinal speed of sound). The band structure for the infi-

nite, periodic steel/methanol PC is generated by the FDTD

technique.19 The PWE method cannot be utilized in this

instance, because one cannot assume infinite rigidity of the

inclusion with a solid/fluid system — methanol has too large

a value in characteristic acoustic impedance for the assump-

tion of rigidity at the interface between the inclusion and ma-

trix medium to be valid. The FDTD technique utilizes a

square grid of mesh points with periodic boundary conditions

to describe the repeatable unit cell for the PC structure. For a

particular wave vector along the irreducible Brillouin zone,

an initial delta function spike in the displacement field of the

mesh perturbs the system. The time evolution of the dis-

placement field for several, random grid points are recorded

and, upon fast Fourier transform of this data set, the eigenfre-

quencies of the system can be resolved for the particular

wave vector. The band structure along the CM direction in

the k-space of the PC is pictured in Fig. 10. In the frequency

range of 530–570 kHz, we observe a passing band with nega-

tive group velocity. Circular EFCs exist in this region where

the group velocity vector and wave vector of the excited

Bloch mode are collinear and anti-parallel.

If a slab of this PC is placed in a surrounding medium of

water, the circular EFCs of the PC can be tuned to match the

circular EFCs of the outside, homogeneous medium

(qwater¼ 1.0 kg/m3, ct,water¼ 0 m/s, and cl,water¼ 1490 m/s).

This configuration has been utilized in previous work on

negative refraction and focusing with phononic structures,

because at 550 kHz, the PC has a refractive index of –1.5 A

line is superposed on the band structure in Fig. 10 to describe

the non-dispersive behavior of water. This line intersects the

band structure of the PC at 550 kHz and the condition for a

refractive index of –1 is affirmed. The EFCs for the steel/

methanol PC are illustrated in Figs. 11(a), 11(b), and 11(c)

along with the EFCs for acoustic waves in water (left and

right hand circles) at frequencies 530, 550, and 570 kHz,

respectively. As frequency increases, the size of the circular

EFCs in the PC decreases. This is because of the negative

slope in the band structure at these frequencies. Alongside

Figs. 11(a), 11(b), and 11(c) are schematic illustrations of

two waves impinging upon the PC. Two incident beams are

directed at the PC face and enter the crystal at precisely the

same point. This point of entry coincides with the horizontal,

FIG. 10. The band structure along the CM direction for the infinite, periodic

steel/methanol PC generated by the FDTD method. In the range of

530–570 kHz, we observe a passing band with negative group velocity. In this

operating frequency range, circular EFCs can be realized where the wave and

group velocity vectors of excited Bloch modes are collinear and anti-parallel.

FIG. 11. (Color online) k-space schematic for steel/methanol PC immersed

in a surrounding environment of water (a, b, and c left-hand illustrations)

and rendering of two acoustic waves in water impinging upon the PC (a, b,

and c right-hand illustrations). In (a, left), the radius of the circular EFC in

the PC (center circle) is larger than the radii of the circular EFCs in water

(left- and right-hand circles). The incidence angle is greater in magnitude

than the refracted angle. In (a, right), the two impinging acoustic waves will

negatively refract in the PC by values smaller than their incidence angles.

Accordingly, the beams will intersect on the exit side of the PC at a location

above their point of entry (dotted line). In (b, left), the radius of the circular

EFC in the PC equals the radii of the circular EFCs in water. The incidence

angle value is equal in magnitude to the refracted angle value. In (b, right),

the two impinging acoustic waves will negatively refract in the PC by values

equal to their incidence angles. Accordingly, the beams will intersect on the

exit side of the PC precisely at a level consistent with their point of entry

(dotted line). In (c, left), the radius of the circular EFC in the PC is smaller

than the radii of the circular EFCs in water. The incidence angle is smaller

in magnitude than the refracted angle. In (c, right), the two impinging acous-

tic waves will negatively refract in the PC by values greater than their inci-

dence angles. Accordingly, the beams will intersect on the exit side of the

PC at a location below their point of entry (dotted line). Bloch wave vectors

in the PC k-space originate from the Gamma point; group velocity vectors

are collinear and anti-parallel to excited Bloch modes.
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dotted line drawn in the schematic illustration. At 530 kHz,

the EFC in the PC is larger than the EFC of the outside, ho-

mogeneous medium. Accordingly, for both inputs, the

degree of refraction inside the PC is smaller than the inci-

dence angle. In this case, the beams will intersect at a point

on the backside of the PC that is above the dotted line. At

550 kHz, the EFC in the PC matches the size of the EFC of

the surrounding medium. For both input beams, the degree

of refraction in the PC is equal to the incidence angle. In this

case, on the exit side of the crystal, the beams intersect pre-

cisely at the dotted line. At 570 kHz, the EFC in the PC is

smaller than the EFC in water and, for both input beams, the

degree of refraction in the PC is greater than the incidence

angle. Accordingly, this causes the beams to intersect at a

point below the dotted line. The point of beam intersection

on the exit side of the PC is utilized later for characterizing

the total relative phase shift between the beams.

To detail the propagation of two arbitrary input waves to

the system in the frequency range 530–570 kHz, we use

Fig. 12. In this illustration, the radii of the circular EFC in

the PC and the circular EFC in water are arbitrary. Two im-

pinging incident waves with wave vectors k1
!

and k2
!

(inci-

dence angles h1 and h2) are directed at the PC face,

k1
!¼ Ro cos h1ð Þiþ Ro sin h1ð Þj;

k2
!¼ Ro cos h2ð Þiþ Ro sin h2ð Þj:

Ro is the radius of the EFC in water (units of wave number:

radians per length). These impinging waves are negatively

refracted by a value consistent with the following

relationship:

h0 ¼ sin�1 Ro sin hð Þ
Rpc

	 

:

The parallel components of these impinging wave vectors

excite Bloch waves k01
!

and k02
!

within the k-space of the PC,

k01
!
¼ �Rpc cos h01

� �
iþ Ro sin h1ð Þj;

k02
!
¼ �Rpc cos h02

� �
iþ Ro sin h2ð Þj:

Rpc is the radius of the circular EFC in the PC (units of wave

number: radians per length). The directions of propagation

for the refracted beams are written as follows:

The incident beam k1
!

is refracted by an angle h01 and

travels a path in the PC consistent with

r1
!¼ Li� Ltan h01

� �
:

The incident beam k2
!

is refracted by an angle h02 and travels

a path that coincides with

r2
!¼ Li� Ltan h02

� �
j:

L, again, is the PC thickness. In this scheme, with the orien-

tation of the triangular lattice (CM direction), L is given in

terms of layers of cylinders instead of lattice parameters.

Equation (14) details phase information for a plane wave

with wave vector k01
!

traveling a path consistent with r1
!,

u1 ¼ k01
!
� r1
!¼ L �Rpc cos h01

� �
� Ro sin h1ð Þtan h01

� �� �
:

(14)

Similarly, for a plane wave with wave vector k02
!

traveling a

path consistent with r2
!, we have

u2 ¼ k02
!
� r2
!¼ L �Rpc cos h02

� �
� Ro sin h2ð Þtan h02

� �� �
:

(15)

After propagation through the PC, the phase-difference

developed between Bloch waves with wave vectors k01
!

and

k02
!

is described with Eq. (16),

u12 ¼ k01
!
� r1
!� k02

!
� r2
!;

u12 ¼ LRpc cos h02
� �

� cos h01
� �� �

þ LRo sin h2ð Þ tan h02
� �

� sin h1ð Þ tan h01
� �� �

: (16)

Equation (16) is the phase shift developed between two inci-

dent beams strictly due to the PC thickness. The results of

this equation are shown in Figs. 13(a), 13(b), and 13(c) (as

u/L) for operating frequencies of 530, 550, and 570 kHz,

respectively. In these figures, considerable phase-shifts can

result within the confines of the PC. The developed differ-

ence in phase between waves in this instance is only attrib-

uted to waves of the same phase velocity traveling different

path lengths. The maxima or minima on these surfaces show

that greater phase differences result when the difference in

the length of the refracted beam paths is large.

To stay consistent with the method used to evaluate the

PVC/air system, we must consider the total relative phase

shift between the waves — the phase difference developed

from the point where the beams first enter the crystal to the

point where the beams intersect on the exit side of the PC.

With this notion, an additional component needs to be added

onto the information contained in Figs. 13(a), 13(b), and

13(c): the relative phase contribution coming from the point

where the beams exit the crystal to the point where they

intersect on the exit side of the PC. This component is a

FIG. 12. (Color online) Two impinging incident waves with wave vectors

k1
!

and k2
!

(incidence angles h1 and h2) are directed at the steel/methanol PC

and excite Bloch waves k01
!

and k02
!

within the k-space of the PC. The incident

waves are negatively refracted in the PC according to angles h1
0, and h2

0,
and travel in a direction consistent with the group velocity vectors (arrows

anti-parallel to the excited Bloch wave vectors). The radius of the circular

EFCs in water and the PC are Ro and Rpc, respectively.
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consideration of different path lengths in non-dispersive

media. In observing the schematic illustrations in Figs. 11(a),

11(b), and 11(c), the paths of travel for the beams on the exit

side of the PC can be understood. Like the PVC/air system,

for each set of incident waves to the crystal, the additional

phase value on the exit side of the PC is determined from

comparing path lengths calculated from the angles at which

the two beams leave the PC and knowledge of where the

beams exit from the backside of the crystal. These additional

calculations are added onto the information in Figs. 13(a),

13(b), and 13(c) for a crystal with thickness L¼ 46 layers

(stacked in the CM direction). This specific crystal thickness

is used to compare the steel/methanol system with the PVC/

air system; the PVC/Air system could achieve a 2p shift in

relative phase with this L-value. The new plots for total

phase shift are presented in Figs. 14(a), 14(b), and 14(c).

Total phase shift refers to the phase difference developed

from the point where the beams first enter the crystal to the

point where the beams intersect in water on the exit side of

the PC. Attention is immediately directed at Fig. 14(b). At

550 kHz, the condition where the PC has a refractive index

of –1, the total phase shift resulting between any two incident

beams is zero. This can be explained because, in this

instance, the radius of the EFC in water equals the radius of

the EFC in the PC. Accordingly, the angle of incidence of an

incoming beam always equals negative the angle of the

refracted beam (Fig. 11(b)). Therefore, from Eq. (16), for

any two impinging waves at 550 kHz, the developed differ-

ence in relative phase due to a PC of thickness L is

u12 ¼
�RL

cos h1ð Þ
þ RL

cos h2ð Þ
: (17)

R corresponds to the radius of the matching EFCs in water

and the PC. On the exit side of the PC, the wave vectors

detailed in water are described as follows:

k1
!¼ R cos h1ð Þiþ R sin h1ð Þj;

k2
!¼ R cos h2ð Þiþ R sin h2ð Þj:

Figure 12 can be used to visualize this result. Additionally,

because of the matching EFCs in water and the PC, the paths

of travel in the exit medium for the two beams are written as

r1
!¼ Liþ Ltan h1ð Þj;

r2
!¼ Liþ Ltan h2ð Þj:

The developed difference in relative phase on the exit side of

the PC is shown in Eq. (18),

u12 ¼ k1
!� r1
!� k2

!� r2
!; u12 ¼

RL

cos h1ð Þ
� RL

cos h2ð Þ
: (18)

The summation of the relative phase shift between the beams

inside the PC (Eq. (17)) with the relative phase shift between

the beams on the exit side of the PC (Eq. (18)) yields a value

of zero; therefore, the results seen in Fig. 14(b) are con-

firmed. For Figs. 14(a) (530 kHz) and 14(c) (570 kHz), a

non-zero value in total relative phase shift does result

between the input beams. This value, however, is compara-

bly smaller to that observed in the PVC/air system for the

same number of layers (L¼ 46). In the PVC/air system, a

FIG. 13. (Color online) The developed phase difference between impinging

beams with incident angles h1 and h2 strictly due to the PC thickness (L) for

(a) 530 kHz, (b) 550 kHz, and (c) 570 kHz. The developed difference in

phase between waves is attributed to waves of the same phase velocity trav-

eling different path lengths. The maxima or minima on these surfaces show

that greater phase differences result when the difference in the length of the

refracted beam paths is large.
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relative phase shift of 2p was resolved between two input

beams. The maximum value in total relative phase shift that

can be seen in the steel/methanol system with L¼ 46

is approximately 0.45 rads for 530 kHz and 0.8 rads for

570 kHz. To achieve a relative phase shift of 2p in the steel/

methanol system at the operating frequencies of 530 and

570 kHz, the crystal thickness value (L¼ 46 layers) needs to

be multiplied by approximately 14 and 7, respectively. Crystal

thicknesses such as these are extremely impractical systems

to use in experimental work (energy losses and attenuation)

and are exceedingly difficult to model numerically (FDTD

computation time would be prohibitive). It is apparent that the

steel/methanol system, in this range of operating frequencies,

is not ideal for initiating phase differences between acoustic

wave pairs. This conclusion comes from the fact that the

wave and group velocity vectors in this PC are collinear and

anti-parallel. Because the waves travel at the same phase ve-

locity inside the PC (and outside the PC in the homogeneous

medium), the only contributing element to developing a phase

difference with this system is path length. This does not relate

with significant values in phase differences.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have theoretically investigated the phase properties of

two PCs by constructing analytical models based on their re-

spective band structures and EFCs. The PVC/air system fea-

tures square-like EFCs near an operating frequency of 13.5 kHz

and, because these contours are not centered on the Gamma

point, the wave and group velocity vectors in the PC are non-

collinear. The steel/methanol system, at the considered operat-

ing frequencies, offers circular EFCs centered on the gamma

point, which allows for collinear and anti-parallel wave and

group velocity vectors. In comparing these models, we have

shown that the PVC/air system achieves substantial relative

phase shifts between waves propagating through the system.

This function is enabled by having excited Bloch modes in the

PC with different phase velocities that propagate along different

paths. Specifically, phase control in the PVC/air system arises

from non-collinear wave and group velocity vectors in the PC.

The steel/methanol system does not achieve substantial relative

phase shifts between acoustic wave inputs, because all excited

Bloch modes travel at one, specific phase velocity. To practi-

cally utilize the phase-space functionalities of two-dimensional

PC systems, crystals with band structures and EFCs showing

non-collinear wave and group velocity vectors should be used.
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